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The body is a self-healing instrument.Music for Unwinding was created by
music therapist and award winning musician Dr. Audio healer Steven
Halpern uses soothing and free of charge floating keyboard compositions
to draw the body into this condition of balance and harmony. Composed
using particular tempi, rhythms and pacing, and performed by an ensemble
of world-famous musicians, these soothing melodies will freee you to
unwind and let go fof the strain of the day. If you provide it a chance
it'll always tend toward homeostasis or healthful stability. Joseph
Nagler. Combining artistic inspoiration, sensitivity, and the
sophisticated audio technology. Piano, violin, percussion, flute,
guitars and bass all develop a lush mixture of deeply soothing music
that will peacefully resonate within your body.
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We am still here and far better today. This cd works well for my Reiki
meditation sessions. Good purchase. My pulmonary specialist explained to
get on the Internet and look for homopathic treatments because the
medical field could not help me. My child and I give one another foot
and back massages on the sofa and play this CD from my laptop computer,
as background music. I am not really healed but I am living life again
and can live with my current condition. Great for body/energy employees
and.. Well everyone! I've been as therapeutic massage therapist for over
eight years and creating an atmosphere conducive to relaxation and
healing is important. I tested this out driving so I didn't have any
surprise weirdness from the CD participant during a client program. No
weird bird telephone calls or various other oddities here!!Simply
perfect ! I am certainly happy with this and actually may purchase
extra.This might be ideal for sleeping- for both adults and children
especially the anxious ones. You might also utilize it in areas where
pressure is higher, in an office, a stressful drive home or taking a
cherished one to a frightening appointment. Even simply unwinding in
general. This might absolutely comprehensive those nights when you want
to sink in a sizzling hot bath with a glass or ten of wine or simply
tune out the globe. It really made us feel like we were at a spa I
purchased this CD as an item to add to a spa rest basket that was being
put together. Five Stars Constantly am a Halpern lover! Now I can open
the album and play it from my phone.My daughter-in-rules suggested Reiki
and today I am no more bed ridden and function everyday. It's
emotionally neutral and an easy task to listen . Extremely calming music
and the CD buy was actually very reasonable. Getting the free streaming
was an added bonus with the purchase.. It really made us feel just like
we had been at a spa... It is important for clients to get a safe place.
It was a good purchase. It's emotionally neutral and an easy task to
listen to as it cycles with 4 other CD's over the course of the day. I
purchased this music for the lobby of my mental wellness private
practice workplace. This music appears to be trigger free up to now. I
life that it does not have extreme highs or lows or fast movements. A
year ago March I was diagnosed with a terminal lung diease without
treatment, no get rid of and three months to live. It works for me! I
was initially given a Steven Halpern audio by a friend following a 17
time coma. It helped me not only during 13 days of rehab, but 5 a few
months of recovery to full time work, and it has been a soothing
companion since that time. WONDERFUL !!!..and just thinking.Ideal for my
meditation sessions and daily spiritual readings !... She relates very
well to music.. This is a mature album, but his stuff can be always
current. Money well spent which is now usually the case.... Woohoo.
Soothing instrumental music I read many testimonials about music for
relaxation and or meditation... Steve Halpern's music is normally always
nice to have on my Kindle Steve Halpern's music is definitely always
nice to have on my Kindle....!..... The best advice I acquired was to



actually listen to the album choices before purchasing..... It's
relaxed, delicate, peaceful and doesn't hinder whatever I am performing.
I can't wait around to play the next CD !...!... The first CD is playing
now and has been on "random play" all afternoon....I like to have nice
vocals - without vocal stuff ......... I quickly realized I like
soothing instrumental music without tunes that I understand, and this
album is ideal for that. It was a good purchase.for when I am working,
writing, studying..... Soooooo relaxing and soothing.to loosen up and
just improve my mood. Five Stars The music is ideal to relax to. I never
got an opportunity to open up the CD since it was part of something
special basket, but Amazon supplied me with free streaming of the CD as
a many thanks for buying it. lovely nice and relaxing Ah.. was supposed
to be a gift, but can't give a broken cd Excellent CD!..music to soothe
the soul. This album was something special for a friend who will be
going right through cancer treatments.. Ideal for meditation or yoga
Finally a CD for calming your brain, for meditation or just to rest.
Three Stars ok Arrived broken!.. Arrived in a cracked and damaged case..
Just wonderful !. Amazing to sleep to!!!
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